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Mel is a CPA by education but an entrepreneur by exhilaration and the Author of the #1 Bestseller, The Entrepreneur’s Solution: 
The Modern Millionaire’s Path to More Profit, Fans & Freedom.  He’s the founder of Thoughtpreneur Academy, Business 
Breakthrough Academy, and Influencer’s Intensive where he helps entrepreneurs bring their businesses to the world and build the 
lifestyle that they want.  

In his popular programs, blog and show he shares his thought leadership around building businesses of impact, distinction and 
freedom. He’s been called the “thought leader to thought leaders” and advised some of the top thought leaders of our time in 
their content creation, positioning and market influence.   

He’s a globally recognized thought leader, business advisor, CPA and financial expert sharing stages with a long list of Fortune 
500 Companies as well as beacons in the personal development industry, from Arianna Huffington and Chalene Johnson to Brendon 
Burchard and Tony Robbins. Unlike many other so called “business coaches”, Mel has lived everything he teaches and continues 
to do so. Mel has built, bought and sold numerous multimillion-dollar businesses for himself as well as his clients. Mel’s strategies 
have helped build thousands of businesses and have generated hundreds of millions of dollars for his clients, ranging from large 
corporations to startups and small family-owned businesses. 

Mel is a true believer in the entrepreneurial way of life and says that this “new frontier” is the paradigm that will shift society from 
simply existing to living life bigger, bolder and on their own terms. 

Mel helps business owners and entrepreneurs build meaningful businesses so that they can have more profit, fans and freedom. 
His principles help customers become raving fans and your life full with fulfillment from a business that is congruent with your 
values, in alignment with your higher vision and connected to all stakeholders at an emotional level. 
 
Mel is a committed advocate for the entrepreneurial way and provides real education, to real entrepreneurs for creating a real life! 
After all, we are placed here to create a legacy beyond acquiring, achieving and accomplishing but by connecting at a meaningful 
level and impacting lives through our businesses, services and ideals each and every day. 
 
Mel is a Certified Public Accountant with over three decades of experience as a financial expert, valuation expert and business and 
success strategist. Mel is regularly sought after for consulting and valuation engagements around the country such as family limited 
partnerships, co-tenant interest valuations, operating businesses as well as various entities. These projects have ranged from small 
family owned businesses to large $1.7 billion companies. 
  
When not speaking, training, mentoring or just being a little nutty you can find him working out or training in the martial arts. If not, 
he'll be creating experiences and memories with his beautiful wife, Stefanie by traveling to exotic places or hanging at the beach 
where they live. 
 

For more resources visit www.MelAbraham.com or go to www.joinmel.com to access free training. 


